
SIGN UP TODAY

Add Tremendous Value to Your Security Stack Today 
Remove overlap in tools, reduce your security spending, increase your margins, and efficiently protect your customers. 
Blackpoint Response provides 15% savings over purchasing these products a la carte, ensuring you get the maximum 
coverage with the fastest ROI. Secure your business for less with Blackpoint Response. 

Enterprise-level protection for all

BLACKPOINT RESPONSE

Disrupt the hacker timeline. Blackpoint’s patented MDR 
solution is the first contextually aware breach detection and 
response program on the market. With unparalleled visibility 
into hacker tradecraft, lateral spread, and remote privileged 
activity, we stop advanced attacks immediately.

Curated zero trust, by Blackpoint. Managed Application Control 
provides our partners with simplified oversight into what matters 
most. With Blackpoint’s MDR capabilities and threat insight, you 
can apply curated application settings to your and your clients’ 
extended perimeters. Reduce operational bottlenecks, while 
improving user experience, today. 

Active response for your cloud. Extend the power of MDR  
and bring 24/7 expert security monitoring and unified 
response capabilities to your cloud workflows. Trust leading 
edge cybersecurity to actively defend your cloud platforms, 
hybrid environments, and everything in between. 

MDR FEATURES 
CLOUD RESPONSE FEATURE

Automatically stop ransomware. Detain all types of ransomware 
deployments, including drive-by attacks that occur within seconds. 

Elevate your EDR with support from our 24/7 SOC and MDR 
technology to remediate threats in real time. 

Contextual alerting for unauthorized logins. Identity 
Response for Azure AD gathers contextual analysis about 
the unauthorized use of Azure SSO logins. 

Get the most out of your Microsoft 365 investment. 
Manage and apply Defender for Endpoint policies to multiple 
customers with ease. 

Security visibility unlocked. Discover and deliver clear 
recommendations for your end clients’ internal, external, 
and cloud vulnerabilities.

MEET THE PLAYERS 

Blackpoint Response includes everything to protect modern hybrid workflows with 
comprehensive, next-generation endpoint protection and application control, supported 
by our industry-leading cloud and on-premises MDR. Elevate your security stack with the 

best in active response through one cost-effective package. 

https://blackpointcyber.com/lp/book-demo/?utm_campaign=slick_cta&utm_source=blackpoint_response_prospect

